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0 of 0 review helpful Charming but By Mythology Lover Mr Banker is an exceptional story teller an artist with words 
and has wonderful imagination But he takes liberties with the original Ramayana as written by Valmiki It makes for a 
good read I liked Banker s Sita and her spunk much more than the traditional one She comes across as a strong minded 
girl woman who tried to take her Destiny in her own hands Some The original Ramayana mdash a classic tale of war 
between absolute Good and Evil mdash was written 3 000 years ago by Valmiki a reformed thief turned sage Now 
with breathtaking imagination Indian novelist Ashok K Banker has recreated this epic tale for modern readers 
everywhere The invasion has begun and the bestial demon hordes roar towards Ayodhya If Ayodhya falls then all 
mortals fall Rama must go to Mithila mdash a city lying directly in th Refreshing in both style as well as source 
material If the rest of the trilogy is as impressive as this first book the fantasy community should be well pelased 
ENIGMA From the Publisher The original Ramayana md 
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